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The following report deals principally with the strength
deformation,of the fabric itself, both undoped and doped.
In the course of the investigations, it appeared that the
doping of the fabrio with ‘lCellon”exercises a predominant
influence on the results, according to the nature and number
. .
of the coats, It was decided, therefore, to conduct the ex-
periments .insuch a way that the properties of the fabric
when subjected to stresseg would be brought out to the best - .._.
advantage. At the same time, it was endeavored to adapt the
degree of doping to actual conditions and to obtain greater
uniformity of elongation along warp and filling.
Hence two coats of cellon are applied for all comparative
tests. Parallel individual testg were also conducted with the
undoped fabrio, as likewise with fabric doped three and four
times and then painted.
In a general way the figures obtained are not immediately
applicable in practice. Still less are they to be taken as
standard (with the exception of the results of individual tests
with repeated doping), By comparative tests, however, with the
usual repeated doping, individual standard figures may be ob-
* From Technische Berichte, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 57-73 - (19~8),
— --
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tained from the experiments. These results are disregarded in
the present report, it being preferred to initiate further re-
searches with the customary &oping and also with various kinds
of dope.
.
On the other hand, the research apparatus, methods
and instructionsare along the same lines as for the previous
\
experiments,
The Strength of the Fabric – General Remarks.
Wing fabrics ars never -asedin the
after being put on the ribs, are always
undoped condition, but
given several coats of
dope and then painted over, if a different color is desired.
This zeport, therefore, deals particularly with fabric prepared
in this way, and plain fabric is considered only for the pur-
Fose of comparison.
The plain fabric is non-isotropic and has tmo principal
directions (warp and filling).%logg which there is a ~lcula-
ble strength with limited
tion, the plain fabric is
carry no loads other than
elasticity, In every other direc-
geometrically deformable, and can
those allowed by the mutual friction
of the threads. In the doped fabric, “thedope creates a state
of tension giving the fabrio a somewhat flexible stiffness.
Its strength in a diagonal ~irection is, however, verY sli@t>
but with a suitable method of attachment at the edges, the
fabrics can withstand diagonal stresses, as shown by experi-
ments. The deformations
tractions in the surface
appear either as elongations and con-
of the fabric, or in the form c:
—
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wrinkles. The latter occw for the most part only in locally
restricted portions of the fabric, showing always that the ten-
sion there is far from being uniformly distributed.
In fabrics, as in other materials, there is a definite
relation between stress and strain, but it is much more com-
plicated in fabrics and iS itiluenced by many other conditions.
In addition to the effect of the weather (temperatureandrnois-
ture) time plays an important r~~e in this respect, both as a
result of protracted elastic tension and Of variable loading
(residual strain}. Different clegreesof doping affect the
elastic properties of ths fabric in different
com~ri.son of results is possible only xith a
actual treatment. It is sufficient, however,
ways= so that a
knowledge of the
for aeronauti-
=1 science, that a similar treatment be prescribed for all
comparative tests, and that the effect of different kinds of
dopes be determined by special tests and then given proper
considezation.
contrary to the
proportionality
application and
The mutual
In this connection it is to be noted that,
case of other materials, the principle of the
of stress and strain is very restricted in
depends on the method of treatment.
influence of stresses and strains must first
be determined by experiment, the values so found affording a
basis for calculation, which is expediently limited to the two
principal directions (of warp and filling),
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Sim~le Experiments for Determining Elongation and Tearing Load.
The two directions along the threads are here denotedby 1
for the filling and 2 for the warp. Accordingly, the loads
S (k@m), elongations and contractions E (%) sze denotedby
%, % along the filling=
sQ> e~ along the warp.
Table I.
Tearing tests.
Direction 1 (Filling)
FabriC W
Test
Treatment
No.
11234 UndopedDoped onceJloped once,~ painted&varnished{Doped twice,painted &varnished
Undoped
Urtdoped
Doped tw:ce
n
I? R
“ 3 times114 n
“ 2 “
}
painted &
varnished
* Unit of width.
Threads per
cm.
22
19
)
22.5
J
18
23
23.5
}
20:8
23.5
24.0
23.!5
{
20.0
20.6
20.6
in.
55*g
48,3
57,2
45.7
Fabric
58.4
59.7
ii.8
5S.7
60.9
59.7
50.8
52.3
52.3
Tearing,load Kz
kg/m*
1310
1030
1000
1020
B
940
773
[
1400
1330
loco
1140
1190
845
1115
1130
lb/in*
73.36
57.m
56.00
57,12
52.64
43.29
78.40
?4.48
~0.48
63.84
66.64
47.32
62.44
63.28
Percent
Elongation
at tearing c1
11.4
9.1
--
6.7
--
12.9
-.
— }
10.3
10.1
11.0
12.6
— i
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Test
Treatment
No.
1 Undoped
2 Doped once
Doped once,
3 painted &
varnished1
Doped twice,
4 pa~nted &
varnished }
5 Undoped
6 R
Doped twice
8;9 “ 1’
“ 3 times
11 1!4 It
‘O}{ }
12 ‘3”
13 pinted &
14 varnished
* Unit of width.
~abze 11.
Te.aring-tesi.’
DL”ecizton2 Warp
Fabric W
I Percent -
Threads per Tearing load Kz !Elongation
r, ~ :
iat t-ring
om. in kg/m* lb/in* i cl
“~ -
21.5 54.6 ~ 855 47.88 I 14.0
21.0 53.3 I 1000 56.00 ~ 7.5
22.0 55.9 ~ 118” 66*W ~ –
!
1
21.0 53.3 1280 71.68 ; 4.9
I
i
~ 1 [
IFabric B ‘ I I i
19.6
--
19.2
20.8
19.2
19.6
{
24.(3
24.0
19*2
48.8.
52.8
48.8
49.8
61sO
61.0
48.8
1000
880
1050
1060
1260
1160
910
999
1020
\
—
3.6
3.45 ““
.
—
3.3
3.3
?.4
-.
--
go ‘ 2*24
80 4.48
120 6.72
160 e.9’3
220 la,32
752 42.11
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Ta&le 111.
Elongation and tearing
Fabric B
Contraction
in dir~ction 2
of warp
-;-%1-+~:.,
1:20 11is i 1.62
1.68 \ 2.10 I 2.80
$::1 $::1 2%
8:90 I10:70 ~12:70
tests.
undo~ed.
1 Elongation11233 Mee,n
..
,. I in di;iction 1
I of filling ] .-.
% % $
0.39 3.60 3.46
la32 5,10 5.10
2.19 6.10 (3.00
3.08 6.907“10 1 g-~~4.601 8.G51
10.70 ~12.05 I11.50
$ P——.——.
3.95 3.7
5*?0 5.3
6.60 6.2
7.70 7*2
8.70 .5.3
13*80 12.5
Breaking load K= = 773 kg/m* = 43.29 lb/in* * Unit of .Tidth.
Tension
S2 in
direction2
of warp
kg/ti lb/in*
..
40 2.24
80 4.48
120 6.72
160 8,96
220 12.32
240 13.44
Table IV,
Elongation and tearing tests.
Fabric B undoped.
I
Contraction
~1
Elongation
c1 Mean <2
in direction 1
I
in direction 2
of filling of Xarp
Breaking load Kz I
I i I
O.32
0.72
0.91
1.09
1.19
1.29
0.35()-52
0.81
0-95
1.09
1.19
.-
* Unit of width.
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Tabte V.
Elongation and tearing tests.
Fabric El,dcped twice.
Tension Contraction
SI in C2:. “
I
Mean
direction 1 in direction 2
Elongation
6#06 q Mean
in dizection 1
of’filling of warp
I
I
of
kg/rrt*lb/in* %[%[% %“1 %’
3.36 o*00 0.49 0.12 0.20 34 0.48
1:8 5.60 Q 32 ()*49(3.49 o*517 37
160 8.96 0.86 0.98 0.74 0.86 ;53.7[;:;;
200 11.20
240 13.44 ;.:e
:s:5 :.;3; :.:5178 ,3.3
2.23 2.7 2.1 !2.33,97.54.5
1025 ,57.40 . . l ~90
, I
20=o
!* I
Breaking load Kz -
1080 ~60.48
* Unit of width
Table VI. “
filling
T
$%
0.57 0.57
0.95 0.$?5
2.0 2.0
3.3 3*3
4.57 4,6
10,3 10.7
.
Elmgation and tearing tests.
Fabric B, doped twice.
Tension Contraction
St in cl Mean
direction 2 in direction 1
of warp of filling
lb/in* $ $
I 3.36 0.00 0.36
1:; 5.60 0.12 0,36
180 10.08 0.24 0.83
240 13.44 0.48 0.83
Breaking load Kz
1050 I58.80 ~2.9 3.2
* Unit of width. ‘
?-
$%
0.12 0.16
0.24 0.24
0.24 0.43
0.48 0.59
I2.6 2.9
Elongation
Cllos c~
in direction 2
II$%’
‘1——26.’70.3324 0.53
23.9 ‘1.0
24.6 L 29
I2’7.62.67
,.—.—
0.24
0.57
1.0
1.2
3.34
%
——
0.38
0,52
0.95
%
0.54
0.92
1,98
10.3
Mean
%
O.32
0.54
0.98
I
3.57 3.19
90
92
125
165
190
LOO
&lo’
53
;:.5
50.5
30.4
-e-
~able WI.
Elongation aridtearing tests.
Fabric B, doped three times.
Tension I Contraction I I ElongationQQ in c~ Mean %
direction 1 ! in direction 2 I [ in dir;ction 1
+--lof filling of warpkg/m* lb/in? A$%., —60 3.36 0.00 1 0.00100 , 5.60 0.00 i 0.12
160 \ 8.96 i 0.00 ‘ C*12
c.97
2.2
7.3
240 ~ 13.44 I (),95300 I 16.80 2.1
952 I 53”31 I ‘-
Breaking load Kz
1140 I 63.84 I
*Unit of width.
0.12 I o*G40=12
I U.080.12 0.080.97
I
0,g~24442.25
- ~ 7.3
-L1of filling$/$’$~- ‘—0.2851 0.29 0.45
I 0-74 I 13*73,(3*93
! ; 1.65! 1.’78
~ :“:8; :*:
i 9:8*+0:2**
;
Mean
$
—.—
0.34
0.8
1.67
3.6
z::
** Fracture outside of the measured length, Hence the extension as
is too small.
Table VIII.
Elongation and tearing tests.
Fabric 3, doped three times.
y?;ali~z
1%
160
240
300
1020
3.36 0,00 ~
5.60 0.00
8.96 o*12
13.44 0.12
16.80 0.12
5?.12 y- ‘
Breaking load Kz
3260’t 70.58,~
* Unit of width.
0.35
o:i5
0.35
0.47
1.42
2
%
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.24
0.36
.-
---,
.
0.111 0.047I 0.2410,335
-- ICl.28 o.48jo.48
o*l@jo.~ C.711C.77
o,~!lcoo ~ ~*07}l*J5
0.32 1.24
I
1.43!1.48
1.4213.2- 3.3213.5
3em
$-
0.207 ‘
0.41
0.68
1.07
1.38 “-
3.34
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Tension
f% in
direction 1
of filling
kg/m*
-—— —.
60
100
160
21s
:2?2
1104
lb/in*
——
3.36
5.60
8.’56
12.10
15.23
61..92
‘TableH,
Elongation and tear~ng tests.
Fabric B, doped four times.
Contraction
‘%
in direction 2
of wazp
4
$1%
‘$-t-0.122 O*CO 0.0?
0.19 0.07 I0.12
0.19 0.07 0.12(),244 ~-la 0,12
0.85 I0.61 0,73-- 7.47 --
Bre~king load Kz
1190 /
* Unit of width.
%1% I %1%
T;~*0:$32 0:74l 1,65 1.51l 2.52 242
II3.92 3.857:47 11,0 10.9
0.3e
u.56
1.58
2.39
3.?8
11.0
Table X.
Elongation and tearing tests,
Fabric B, doped four times. “
Tension I Contraction
! Elon@tion
Sa in % Mean I =2direction 2
I
in direction 1
of warp I
in direction 2
of filling of warp
1- 60... 3.36 0.12 0.rLa 0.00 0.08100 5.60 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12160 8,96 0.12 0.24 o*12 0.16240 13.44 0.24 0.36 0.36 0,32300 16.80 –- 0.4e -- 0.481160 64.96 -- 2.01 -- 2.01+
Breaking load Kz
1160
I
64.96
I
$
o*4
0.57
0.93
1.38
1.57
3.31
%1%
Mean
0.43
0.84
1*58
2.44
3.85
u. o
Mean
.
---b-
0.76 0,72 0.8
1.19 1.07 L 21
1.46 1.43 1.43
3.33 3.33 3.3a
* Unitmof width.
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in the calculation of airplane
must be considered first, and it is
on strips 5 cm (3.97 in) ‘wideby 30
either direction, (See Tables I and
traction are likewise determined by
fabrics, the tearing strength
determined by the tearing load
cm (11,~1 in) long, cut in
11). The elongation and aon-
another series of tests (See
Tables 111 - x). The results of this sim>le tearing test are:
1,
tearing
mean 56
between
With the plain fabrics tested, a coefficient Kz of a
strength of between 770 and 1300, mean 1000 kg/m (43 & 72.8,
lb/in) indirection 1 (filling) can be relied upon, and
850 and 1000, mean 900 kg/m (47..5& 55, mean 50,4 lb/~“n)
in direction 2 (warp),
2. Doping increases the tearing strength coefficient, Kz,
substantially; but different fabrics and directions show marked
variations (See Fig. 1).
3. Elongation and contraction are diminished after doping
(See Tables III - X and Fig, 1). The uniformity of the fabric.
in the two directions, increases with doping. The curves cl~c
in Fig. 1 show the percentage elongation in both prinoipal direc-
tions with a loading of 160 kg/m (8.96 lb/in).
4. The painting of the doped fabria somewhat diminishes the
strength (Table I), and increases the elongation,
5* The coefficients of elongation and contraction given in
the table are:
B
= Elongation
Tension 0, =
(Lateral) Contraction
Tension
ox taking them among both warp and filling,
.—.
.—
-lJ -
P, = ::”’”” P,’=~
2
L21. .fi cd
~
c2= -’—
‘2 Si
\
are, in contrast with the isotropic fa’oricsof machine construction,
markedly deFendent
In Fig. 2
series of tests on
on the tension
these coefficients are given from a s~ecial
.
fabric B twice doped without having been
-,
.
previously loaded.* Useful mean values may be =pplied to a sim-
plified representation of the normal characteristics for limited
t~nsion within the range of practical ap~lication,“up to 150 kg/m
(8.4 lb/in.).
ln the investigation of wing loadings, one-directional elon-
.
gation seldom comes into question. The mutual influence of load-
—-
ing along both principl directions must almost alrays be taken
into account.
.
Normal Characteristics.
The so-called Normal Characteristics (designated hereafter
as N.C.) give the best, and at the same time, the simplest re~r~
sentation of these relations ‘whi~, in themselves, are fairly com–
plicate~ There are two sets of ~m-ves, whi& show either elonga-
tion or conttmtiidny:asa function of the loading and, the mutual
influence of warp and filling.
* The sharp rise of tks curves for PI and Cl in the direction of
the filling are due to a Peculiarity of the fabric which is exmlain.
ed later.
—
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For a given plain or undoped fabric, the strength along narp
aridfilling is very different. Accordingly, two N.CJs are ~eq@r-
ed, the one with S3 (along filling] aS abscissa (Fig. 3) and the
corresponding elongation e as ordinates, and a family of curves,
each for a constant S2, the other N.C., mith the S2 as ab-
scissa and a family of curves, each for a mnstant S1.
It appears for fabrics doped -ifithCellon-Emailliteand such
dopes, that the fabric is distinctly &imilar in both directions,
so that the N.Cis, especially for small loads, express substanti-
ally the saue values. As such fabrics are almost exclusively used,
it is sufficient, in tke following experiment, to use only one N.C.,
e.g. the exanple shown in Fig. 3.
In this figure the full line curves (Sa = Constant) repre-
2sent the extension (+) 11 = ~1->produced by the variable tension
S1 along the filling, the constant tension S= acting at the same
time, Further, the broken line uves show the elongations
Al
()7 = <2 which exist simultaneously in the direction of the waq:.‘2
This second set of curves really belongs to the second X.C.;
but is brought into the smle fi~re for the reasons mentioned.
An arbitrary state of the fabric is thus represented by two
pOints P. ~ , where P lies on a full c~ve, ‘ecg. & = 100 kg/~
(5. 6 lb/in) corres~onding to Sl - 112.5 kg/n (6.3 lb/in) or
cl = +0.76%; while PI lies on the ordinate throu~h P (and
through SI .=112.5 kg/m) and
so that for S1 = 112,5 kg/m
on tks broken curve (SZ = 100 kg/m)
and S2 = 100 kg/m C2= +0.13%.
-—
l)2U8t be measmed in both ~irecjti~~~
object in view, loadings increasing
each other, are imposed on a single
loadings are imposed simtitaneously
Skl-dtanemlsly. ?Jith this
or decreasing relatively to
Cr08S Wf fabriC, Or E@veral
on a multiple cross. The
method is essentially as given ‘byVcm &W3 but requires sane modi-
fications owing to the oonciitions. All fabrics are tested in a
vertical position,
While residual strain, ttie effect, and the effect of prev-
iom loadings shQw their effects in every successive reading,
this can be a~oided~ the simu~taneo~ test of a multiple OTOSS,
Fcr the same reasons> the test of a single cross is specially
adapted for testing the f.flluenceof varia.bl.e
loading.
Test A~~atue and Methods..
.—
and repeated
.
The following apparatus was used in mee.~~ing loadings and
elongations.
1. A Schopper~s tearing
rate of the technological
research) for tension and
apparatus (Notes Loansd by the dJrecto-
collection of the Eig-nSchool, for this
tearing tests in one direction, of strips
5 cm. [1.9? in.) wide {Fig. 4) and later an Amsler tearing appa-
TRtU& from the Constructional Engineering Laboratory of the High
sChool.
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2. A fzame to take a simple ocoss-shaped
dividual tests (Fig. 5).
piece of fabric for in-
3. Several frames for the various multiple-cross experiments.
4. A double ze~rding apparatus for registering the deformation
of the fabric in two directions at right angles to each other,
This instrument was made by ‘Atmosn Ltd., to the designs Of
the author, and embodies a fixed point -Whi~ pierces the fabric,
while two other needles, which
the movements arising from the
an arrangement of levers which
.
also pierce the fabric, transmit
elongations of the area through
multiplies the actual deformation
by from 10 to 20 times and this k recorded on a revolving drum.
The apparatus is specially applicable to experiments on time,ef-
fect, ln experiments of short duration, as men as in the simul-
taneous measurement of several elongations, definitely known dis-
taTICeSare marked offlon the fabria and these are meas~ed before
and during loading. The fabrio is always susFended vertically
and loaded by weights. In the later experiments in time effeclt
with sand loading, the instrumeritwas used to advantage.
In the single-cross, the square to be measured had 1? cm
(6.69 in.) sides and the side flaps were slit, so
sions were taken up uniformly. The sides and the
the square were measured at each observatio~
that the ten-
medial lines of
In determining the N.C. by single-cross experiments, the fol-
lowing procedure must be adopted.
zero.
1. Horizontal load constant, vertical load rising to maximum.
2. Horizontal load increased, vertical load decreasing to
—-
3, Horizontal
to maximum (in 5 or
-15-
load further inoreased, veztical load ristng
6 steps in the ease given).
The elongations obtained include errors on account of residu-
al strain in the fabric, According to the method of Ha.as,*this s
error is eliminated by double application and we obtain simultane-
ollS~yboth sets of the N.C. curves (elongations and contractions)
in both directions with relation to S1. The elongations in the
direction: S1 (filling) are shown by full lines and the extensions
in the direction S2 (warp) as dotted lines (Fig. 6). Then the
same experimental point lies, in one case, above and, in the other
case, below the true curve, in consequence of residual strain in
the fabric, which is very aFprent in this case.
The true curve is then dram as an arit~eti~~ mean between
the two sets of
doped fabric w
tion of SI.*:
points. In this way the final N-C. of a once-
is obtained (Fig. 7) an~ is heze shcwn as a func--
The multiple-cross experiments are of special service in de-
termining the N.C. rapidly. Four multiple crosses are used at
the same time, each of which consists of eight single crosses and
each is subjected to a different horizontal load: each load, how-
ever, remaining constant through the whole test.
of the eight vert~cal strips, four are loaded vertimlly at
the same time with increasing loads, the other four remaining un-
loaded. After 15 to 30 minutes, a reading is taken and the load
is then put on the other strips, and their change of shape is de-
termined after 15 minutes. By this means, the cross is only once
* Haas and Dietzius. Elongation of fabric and forms of envelopes,
pp. 45 to 4’7.
** ‘Theexperimental points are omitted in Fig. 7. See also Haa8,’
Fig. 53,
dl6-
exposed to a definite load and the influence of the resi~ual effect
(that is, the effect of what has happened with the material before
the test) is eliminated as faz as possible.
In this way, two crosses are arranged for each experimental
point (on the N.C.), one of which is first stressed vertically
and the other horizontally. Thus, without a double application,
two pairs of points are obtained at once
the arithmetical mean is taken, In Fig,
points for & = 100 kg/75.60 lb/in) and
are represented and the true curve drawn
(for ICIand c) of which
8, the two pairs of
s= = 155 kg/m (8.66 lb/irj
between them. By this
means, lack of uniformity of fabric is sufficiently averaged, so
tht the resulttig N.C. actually representathe mean qualities
of the fabric for momentary and varying loads, as in flight.
The arrangement of the ~ltiple crosees, their suspension
and the taking of readings, as well as the plotting of the experi-
mental values are, in any @se, tetious operations. For simplifi-
cation, we reco~end the following pr~cedure, which is sufficient
for most cases.
In practice, the N.C. are only employed within a small.range.
As already brou@t out elsewhere,* it is sufficient to represent
the N.C. by two sets of parallel lines.
* A. Pr&ll. The problem of the strength of wing fabrics. z~~t-
schrift ffirFlugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt, 1915.
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t
c, ~
For ~= --0
2= &s,
By this means the drawing of the N.C.ts is much simplified
and reduced to the determination of the four quantities RI, B2,
01, 62, by two elongation experiments
fabric, whereby the elaborate tests on
axe eliminated. The strips are loaded
on two simple strips of
single and multiple crosses
once in the direction SI
a@ once in dir’ectiori~ ; while the other tension remains zero.
The quantities c1 and C2 are measured directly as elongations
or contractions;from whsch the four constants can be calculated
(See tables V and VI). Since in airplane wings, frequent but small
stressing of the fabric iS to be-expected, it is recommended that
the strips should be repeatedly staetched slightly before measUl!e-
.,
In a number of cases of loadings ~c~rring in Fractice, the
tensions S3 and ~ are almost equal. They can then be deter-
mined from the curves WI and Y2 (Fig. 3), for which St = ~
and then introduced into the N.CSS.
For S1 = S= c1 =
“{
S1 (Pl - C&) curve VI
Cz =% (~- 0=) curve 72
This corresponds to lines through the origin.
Actually-the lines 71 and Y= are slightly curved and can be
replaced by their tangen~ only in the neighborhood of the origin.
Up to about 100 kg/m (5.6 lb/in.) however, the simplified represen-
tation by straight lines is applicable without error.
If, on the contrary, in the simple elongation experiments, the
--- _
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quadratic terms in the expressions
more
Here
with
S1 =
aaxuate calculation is to be
have a serious influence, a
recommended by means of
% = pl S1 - % (q +~1 %)
%?= $2 S2 - s~ (~ + q= S2)
again, the N.C’s are given by two sets of parallel lines but
different dispositions. The ourves y, and Sy= for
% = S are now parabolas
conform well with faots.
The simple tensile experiments
ues & , c1 and ~,, c, while q,
only be f&nd from e~eriments with
described again give the val-
and qa, in any @se, mn
simultaneous stressing in two
directions. Since, however, the terms ql S2 and q= S2 are
small in all oases> they can be considered as correction terms and
q~ and qa oan be assumed from complete experiments with single
and multiple mosses a~eady made, or from known N,C~s for fabric
similarly doped, For example, for twice doped fabric
0.1
q=”-=
Example. From the simple elongation and tensile experiments,
Tables V and VI, on fabric ‘tBf~twice doped the magnitudes of
B,~~scJsc~, can be first drawn out as functions of the ten-
sions SI and Sa, in which PI and ~ appear as varying rapid-
ly,* For small tensions, mean values can, however, be used and
* This variability depends on the arrangement of the cloths ao-
cording as the threads are stretched or vibrated.
—
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we get
and for the N.C. equations
..106<= 119 s, - 44
10=~ = 53 S2 - 72
For fabric which has been repeatedly stressed, initially and
twice doped, other elongations and contractions ~ere found whioh
“showedmuch more uniform distribution, (Tables XI aridXII). The
mean values for these aze
* If one takes the mrrespondin
f
values of the approximately
straight lines of N.C’s (Fig. 3 determined from multiple-cross “
experiments then we have
%=+$ EL=$ c.=~ c,+
The figures are taken as the basis of some examples in the later
investigation.
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Ta’ble Xl,
Elongation tests.
Fabric B, doped twice
Loading Contraction
SI in <2
direction 1 in dj.~ection2
of fiili.ng
kg/a*l lb/in* % 0; “:: $I
3,36 0.12 0,23 --
1:8 6.72 0.12 0,34
180 10.08 0.36 0.57 o;il
220 12.32 0.36 0.79 0.45
260 14.56 0.72 1.0 0.69
300 16.80 0.?2 1.1 0.91
340 19WQ4 -- ~ -- --
* Unit of width.
and initially stresse~
in direction 1
Or filling
$ $
0.12 0.47
0.16 1.00
0.35 1.57
0.53 1.9
0.8 2.3
0.91 – - – -%7
-- 2.9
Table XII.
Elongation tests.
Fabric B, doped twice and initially stressed.
Loading Contraction
S2 in
direction 2 %in direction 1
of warp of filling
kg/M* lb/in* %
3.36 0.11
1:: 6.72 0.11
180 10.08 0.23
220 12.32 0.34
260 14*56 0,34
300 16.80 0.57
340 19.04 0.46
* Unit of width.
0.116 0.24
0.116 0.36
0,23 0.47
0.23 0.s3
O.23 0.95
0.35 1.07
0.58 1.07
“Elongation
Mean “%
in direction
of warp
0.15I 0.430.19 0.9
0.31 1.38
0.47 1.57
0.5 1.85
0.66 2.U.
0.? 2*33
T“78.5 20.083.5 13.387.5 19.466.5 24.1&8.5 30.890.0 30.385.5 --
I$10’
72.0
‘?5.0
76.5
71.5
71.0
70.3
~68.5
cl106
25.0
15-8 -
17.2
21.2
19.2
22.0
20,6
Ia the elongation of a
are only transmitted by the
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fabric in any given directioa~ stresses
interior friction in the platn fabric
.
or by the dope which forms a stiff film. It is thus apparent why
the proposal to determine the simultaneous tension and elongation
in two directions by loading along a diagonal is impracticable.
Kith a small load, e.g. 160 - 240 kg/m (8.96 - 13.44 lb/in.) for
once-doped fabric, the fabric loses its rigidity and contracts
with a scaling of the dope.
Diagonal stressing seldom occurs, since the fabric is always
so attached that the meshes do not become oblique. For complete
elucidation, however, a few experiments of th~s kind were carried
out on strips 5 cm (1.97 in.) wide and 32 cm (12.6 in.) long (See
Table XIII). From the results, diagrams can be constructed as the
counterparts of tbe stress ellipses cf solid building materials,
which show the extremely small resistance of the fabric to lateral
tensions and at the same time the strengthening effect of the dope.
~as has established formulas for the change of shape of a
diagonally stressed plain fabric which can be broadened as desired.
They also give the tensions which the film of Cellon
supports. At 45°, this is the force per unit length
withstood without appreciable deformation. Diagonal
dope alone
which can be
mounting is
to be recommended under certain conditions, on account of the
smaller wrinkles forme~
The fabric in this ease is always stressed in two directions
and since its threads are firmly
cannot beoome oblique. This was
fastened at the
demonstrated by
edges, the meshes
experiments in
—
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which a twice-doped fabric was stretched and made fast on a rect-
angular wooden frame 100 x 30 cm (39.37 x 11.81 in.), with the
threads inclined.~about45° to the sides, and then loaded with sand.
The measurement, before and after loading, of various squares and
rectangles drawn on the undez side showed that the sides and di-
agonals had only lengthened proportionately, without affecting,
however, the rectangular relation.
Table XIII,
Elongation tests in a diagonal
Angle between
direction of
stress and
S t r es s es
s
I
s **max
,
directio~
IElongationelin direction
Iof fillingfilling a I kg/m*I lb/in*I kg/m*! lb/in” S % Smax % I
0°
90 4ot
15°
30°
45°
60°
75:
:%
400
310
228
194
144
165
285
332
1075
22,40
17.36
12.?7
10.86
8.06
9.24
15.96
18.59
60.2a
I
1100
I
61.60
428 23.97
325 18.20
292 16.35
730 40.88
516 28.8S
412 23.07
432 24.19
1075 60.20
1
4.2 1 8.7
I3.4 6.2
I1.3 5.71.25 2.8
I1..25 3.61.0 ---
-0.9 ] 2.2
,1-1.5 ----5.2 -5.2
Remarks
Smx = Kz
(filling)
S=Smax=Kz
(warp)
* Unit of width. I i
**Smax is the tension at which the fabric completely 10ses its
rigidity. A smaller tension S was also investieted~
.
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Behavior of different fabrics and their differences,
The experiments have shown, in almost all cases, that the
doping eliminates the differences in the behaviol of the fabrics,.
in proportion to the amount of dope. Nevertheless, the properties
of the fabrics in the undoped state - weight, rigidity and elon-
gation were also determined. Linen fabrics, rlwliand IJB1’,were
tested. There is also available a half-linen fabric “H”, which
it is intended to test.
The following are some particulars of these fabrics:
Mark
Weight’
Source undoped
g/$ oz/y8
Raw ma- 297 3.83
terial*
‘:yr/li14.
ItSpie- 1“128*
I gel I I
Mean number of threads
in direction of .
Filling I Warp)ercm~perim~per Cmlperin
I
22 55.9 21.5 1 54.6
1
I I4
Tearing strength of
raw materials in
direction of
“’l’=kg/mllb/in kg/m lb/m
1310
940
1100
73.36 855147.88
52.64 1000 56.00
550 30,80
The dope used was obtained from the Hannover Carriage works (manllfaC-
tured by Mombour, Wiesbaden).
Comparative elongation tests on the plain fabric B have al- .
ready been given in Tables 111 and IV. From experiments made on
fabric W, (Tables XIV and XV) it appears tinat,with the plain
fabric W, the elongation along the
fabric B, that along the filling is
ference continued, even after doping
warp is greater, while with
decidedly greater. This dif-
twice with GelIon, and neces-
sitated further experiments, with interchanging of the directions
of warp and filling of fabric B. The rigidity of fabric W is ‘
* Raw material from warehouse of the “Inspection der Flieger
truppen.w
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Table XIV.
Elongation test with Fabric W in direction 1 (of filling).
Test fTreatment
No.
I\
1
2
3
4
* Unit
. .
., :9. ;.a
Undoped
Doped
once
Doped
twice
-—
Doped
twice,
painted
& varn-
ished
of width.
Threads perI TensionI/cm. I in. kg/m* lb in*
T--.--.23 58.42
~
24 60.96
——- —.- -
23 I58.42
I
50.c)
I
2.80
100.0 5.60
150.0 8.40
50.9 I 2.85103.8 5.70155.() 8.68
I204:0 11.4251040 28.56
83.4 4.67
160.6 8.99
250.0 14.00
500.0 28.00
750.0 42.00
.082.0 60.59
‘i3.o 4.65
166s1 9.30
249.1 13,95
498.3 27.90
747.4 41.85
996.6 55.81
Percent
I & 10’
longation
0,61 [122
0.92 92
1.20 80
I
0.25
I
49.3
0.63
1
61.8.
0.81 52.1 mean
1,25 61.2 -57.5
2.81 55.1
0.62 74.4
0.85 52.7
1.27 150.8 52.5
w-=-
0.38
0.69
1.15
3.68
5.17
5.98
I45.841.546.2
I
71,0
69.2
60.0
55.3
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Table XV.
Elongation tests with Fabric W in direotion 2 (of watp).
Test
I
Threads per
I
.1
Tension
d
I b A
{
2
= ‘*” ,:+ ~zi.::.l?s::::.
2 I I I
101,8~ s7n I
Doped
I
23 58.42 155.7 ~
once
I I
204.6 ~
i 510.0 i
\
I
E--P%
I
,+
153:8
3 Doped 24 .60,96 231.0
twice 539.0
?69.0
1000.0
83,4
166.6
4s Doped 23 -58.42 250.0
I
twice, 500.0
painted 750,0
I
& warn. ,000.u
ished ,.
* Unit of width.,
5:?; +
11.46
28.56
04,66
4*31
8.61
12,94
30.18
43*o-6
56.00
4.67
9*33
14,00
28.00
42,00
56,00
0,63
0.81
1,30
2.81
3.68
0.31
0.92
1.54
4.46
::?5
o.3E4
0,692
1,000
2.480
3.840
4,760
1
61.9 mean
52.1 58.2
63.6
55.1
97.0
40.3
59.8
166.7 70.582.8?2.7
64.5
46.1
41.5 )
140.0 45*’749.751.2
47,6
-26.
~inee
of all the
preferred.
it has been shown by the experiments that the @re?@h
fab”ricswas sufficient, fabrio B would naturally be
The deformations are, however, decisive, being great-
er for fabrio B than for W and remaining so even after repeat-
ed doping, though in a less degree. It still remains to deter- __ _
mine how much the elongation
Feated doping under the best
is to be preferred, however,
in the undoped condition.
coefficient
conditions.
which ShOWS
can be decreased by ie-
In general, the fabric
the smaller elongation
From the above experiments it may be assumed that the elon~
tion of undoped fabric for low loading is diminished to about 1/2
or 1/4 by the usual repeated doping.
This is supported
Elongation
Undop
~
by the following
% Under 150 kg/m
e
~
Dop
table for fabric B.
(8.4 lb/in.)
e’d
I/ 2 times I3 times 4 times
1.08 I ;,;8 I -;:% K%Filling - 7,0Warp
Breaking load elongation
Filling 12.4 10.3 10.5 (9.9) 11.0
Warp 3,5 3*45 3.3 3.3
Elongation with l= kg/m (8.4 lb/in) as a percentage
of load at breaking point..
Filling 56.4 17.5 14,8 13.4
Warp 32.0 25.5 19.7 ! 24.8
For fabric B undoped, the elongation along the filling was
exceptionally large.
Results. Although the differences in the tenacity of the raw
.
.i
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materials om be partially eliminated, this is without
significance on account
ferences in the changes
tions and the amount of
Even in this owe,
ferences. In the first
of the small working stresses.
practical
The dif-
—.
of shape along the two principal direc-
elongation are more important.
however, repeated dopings diminish the dif-
place, the plain fabrics should be tested
to see that their tenacity is not less than 700 kg/m (39.20 lb/in)
in any direction, The
in the ordinary manner
teed ~ along the warp
1.5% along the filling
change of shape of the zaw fabric applied
(warP Parallel to the ribs) should not ex-
for a tension of 150 kg/m (8,4 lb/in), or
for a tension of 150 kg/m (8.4 lb/in)*
lt is concluded from the above that the total elongation due
to the combined stretching and straightening of the threads under
small loads, after a certain initial stretching of the fabric,
should be as small as possible when the usual loads are applie~
Since the elongation of the threads under 150 kg/m (8.4 lb/in)
with a breaktng strength of about 1000 kg/m (56 lb/in) amounts to
only 10 to 15% of the maximum elongation and on the other hand,
the straightening of the threads gives an initial increase (up to
3@p of maximum elongation), a total elongation of 40 to 5@ of the
maximum elongation can be assumed under average conditions. By
decreasing the stretching of the threads, the total elongation
could be considerably diminished.
According to the method of manufacture, one or the other of
the principal directions shows greater elongations (in fabric B
tbe filling and @ fabrtc W the warp). Since, in irings,the
* In so far as conclusions are warranted by experimental results
thus far obtained.
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gr-ter elongations occur at r3@t angles to the ribs (filling) it
is ciesirableto allow’for a smaller elongation across the rib& than
parallel to them.
Behavior of the Wing Fabric under Various Secondary Influences.
The N.C. are well adapted for showing the differences in be-
havior of the fabric under different conditions. In the first
Flace, the difference in behavior of plain and doped fabric is
shown by comparative experiments (Tables I to XII and Fig. 9):
~Koststriking are the much greater deformations of the plain fab-
ric, which reach 4 or 5% for a tension of 100 kg/m (5.6 lb/in) and
its apparently greater elasti.oity(s~ller creeping) than those of
the treated fabric. Especially the freshly doped, and previously
unstressed fabric shows remarkable N.C. for small loads, in the
single-cross experiments. On.loading plain linen, the elongation
continually increases in one direction simultaneously with oon-
traotion in the direction at right angles”to it ~d both change
~ith changing loads. With doped fabric, the process is at first
reversed This is, apparently, to be explainedby the mutual ad-
hesion of the globules of ~Oellonw to each other and to the fabrio.
Only mhen these are detached by higher stresses (above ?0 to 100
kg/m (3.9 to 5.6 2b/in) ) mill the behavior of the fabrio agree
with that of the raw material:
With initial loading in one direction (S2] an elongation
first occurs in this direction with a contraction perpendicular to
it (See curve SI = O, Fig. 6). For a small increase of the trans- I
.,
___
.%.
verse l~d, (% = 50 kg/m (2.S Ib{ln) ) and a simultaneew decrease
of the load in direction S=, t%is transverse load is not suffi-
cient, due to the effect of the dope, to change the initial con-
traction ~ into an elongation (increased residual effect as com-
pared ~ith raw material). Hence, on double application
(Fig. ?) there appears the above remarkable difference,
ed with the curves in Fig. 9,
of stress
as compar-
The testing of the fabric by the multiple-cross method does
not permit of a recognition of this abnormal behavior. It shows,
.
however, that by this method the residual effect in the fabric
can be eliminate~ The curve of the N.C,lS so found (Fig. 3) show
a gr~t similarity in the deformations along warp and filling.
In the subsequent testing of the fabric on airplane wings, only
the N.Cls obtained by the multiple-cross method were
other subsidiary influences were investigated by the
methoa
used; mhile
single-oross
In these tests, the effect of the doping is apparent in almost
.
all the Properties of the fabric, hence elongations were also de-
termined with
(:1 Fabric, doped once
[{
n f! twice
3 II If three times
4 Same as in (2] but painted
color and
The results are combined
and warp).
varniske~
in Figs, 20
with an oil
and 11 (along filling
In a further series of experiments with the same fabriu and
dope, using an Amsler tearing machine, diagrams were made of de-
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fOxm%tioas,
doped three
along filling and warp, of strips of fabrio, undoped;
times; and doped three times, painted and varnished
(Figs. 12 to 14); as well as with strips of fabric B doped three
times, painted and varnished (Ftg. 15), The stzips were 5 cm
(1.97 in.) wide. As was to be expected, the heavier dopings de-
creased the change of shape in all cases. With the addition of
painting with oil color, the elongations for small loads increased
again, The oil of the paint therefore appears to reduce the brit-
tleness of the dope and to increase the extensibility of the fabric.
Further experiments on this point are planne~
Lastly, in a series of experiments by the single-cross method,
the N,C. of (1) Fabric doped once (Fig. 7)
and of (2) Fabric doped once and painted (Fig. 16)
were compared.
It was also
sequent painting
Shewn
to an
that once-doped linen was restored by sub-
elastic fabric more nearly resembling un-
doped linen in behavior. The initial contraction observed in the
doped fabric has disappeared in the unbroken curves (Fig. 16).
Only tke small initial rise of the dotted curve corresponds to the
characteristic behavior of the doped fabric.
All these experiments give no final judgment on the influence
of the doping scheme. So much only is seen, that for small ten-
sions, such as arise in flying, the influence of doping preponder-
ates heavily. With very large tensions, especially if the film of
dope is torn, the doped fabric behaves like plain fabric. Then the
fabric itself alone aFPears to be the carrier of the stress and
the decisive factor.
-“
with sheets of dope alone, are urgently needed.
Im”luence of Time.
I?iththe very imperfect elasticity of the fabric, zesid~l
effects play an important role. They upset the regu2ar cGur~e of ._
the-curves and also, the regularity of tinephysical relations,
for, owing to the effect of various time effects in a given state
of tension, many different changes of sh~pe can arise under the
same conditions of load. The most important time effects are:
(a) The time taken for deformations with steady load
(time effect experiment);
(b) The residual effects of previous stressing with varying
load (residuai strain and hysteresis).
Time Effect Experiments.
Every change of shape taken on the recording apparatus shows
the characteristic~course of the lines in Figs. 17 and 18.
Fig. 17 shows the course Of the elongations due to a vertical ‘
load V, which increases from O to 30 kg with constant horizontal
load H = 5 kg (11.02 lb); Fig. 18, the course of the elongations
for a vertical load
constant horizontal
In Fig. 17 the
V which decreases from 15 to O kg, with a
load of H = 25 kg (55.11 lb).
horizontal divisions correspond to 3.63 min.
and in Fig. 18, t.o7.6 min.
As will be seen, the elongations follow the load directly to
a value co, they then change very slowly to an approximately con-
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st%qt v~ue K1 which is reache~ aftsr abollt15 to 3~ ~Lin*
be asked whether the elongations change for lcngez testing
For an elucidation of this question, a preliminary multipl-cross
experiment on fabric doped three times and painted (Figs. 19 to 21)
will serve, ,ektendingover several months, in ~hich to each elong-
tion in both directions there was a corresponding definite load,
unaltered throughout the test. It may be concluded from the r-
suits that a steady condition, which only changes imperceptibly
on further loading, is only reached after about six Weeks,
If there are large differences in the side tensions, e.g. “
~
~z = 200 kg/m (11.2 lb/in), and SI = O, the delayed effects Of
elongation and contractionare considerable. In the limiting case .
mentioned, the contractions show much greater differences, up to
~~ times, as compared with the elongations after about 10 minutes.
The differences decreaie, the more the tensions approach ea~ other
in magnitude. The elon~tions increase with tine up to 15@ of
the elongation immediately after loading. Fig, 2 shows the in-
crease of the elongation Czwith the time, for tt~odifferent
stresses, S1.
Two further time experiments of 25 and 10 daYSt duration were
carried out on fabric doped three times (Figs, 22 to 25) with two
different horizontal stresses % =
and 14.95 lb/in). They confirm the
ed fabrio; but the differences - as
for
the
short period loads - are not as
100 and S2 = 267 kg/m (5.6
behavior of the.doped and paint-
conpred with the elongations
large. It is noteworthy that
curves always Fass tkrough a Feint near the abscissa axis
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(t
- 0). For the ve~tical elongati~ns (Q, this T.ointXies in a
regloriof low stresses S-1;tmt for ti.orizcmtalelongations (Q
it lies in the region of larger stresses S1. It follows that onljj
such conditions of the”fabric, remain unaltered with the lapse of
time in any definite direction, which show
small change of form in this direction> in
stressing in both principal directions.
no change, or only a very
consequence of previous
It is also shown by all the experiments, that the elastic de-
formations during flight, whi~h are practically the onlY im~rtant
.
ones, occur after about ~ hour. The fact that they considerably
increase in the course of a few weeks plays no part, since such
long-continued loadings are not experienced in ~ractice.
Heavily loaded fabric whim exhibits deformations tends to
return to its original condition after removal of the load, This
recovery iS shown, for example, in Figs. as and m at the places
where the loading under the vertical force V, was interrupted
for a long time. This is s~eclally important in ex~eriments with
wings. lf the surface after heavy loading has become slack and
shows vminkles and then becomes taut again after 12 to 24 hours
(de~ending on the amount of deformation and the humidity), its
tension will not, however, return to its original magnitude, as
can be shown by the dropped-ball test.
Residual Strain.
In single-cross experiments and also
tests, if the load is altered for a brief
in simple-elongation .
interval, different
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states of torsion ooour after rWurn tc the previous loads and
stresses, in consequmce of time effects. This effect of tks in-
ternal friction of the material may be called the “residual strain,fi
accurding to Mr. Haas.
To study this effect, whioh is almost eliminated in the N,C.
obtained by double stressing, hysteresis loops were investigated,
in which the lateral tension (e.g. S3) remained unchanged, while
~ was altered first in the increasing and then in the decreasing
direction (Fig. 26). (In this f~gure the full line is for O kg/m
and- for 50 kg/m (2.8 lb/in.); the next cuve to it is for
50 k~m) The elongation curves do
ol.osedby them is a measure of the
coming the internal friction. The
the conetant lateral loading.
not coincide, and the area en-
strain-energy spent in over-
100PS are narrower, the greater
It is important to know the following:
(1) How do these after effects change
peated loading and unloading.
with time and with ze-
(2) Whether the N.G’.s do not alter with time or repeated
loading, in spite of the elimination of such effects.
To test the first ~lestion, the time tests already mentioned
were extended, in which the material was subjected to several and
variable loadings and mloadings. The hysteresis loops were drawn
one after the other by means of the recording apparatus (Figs. 27
and 25). Fig. 27 shows the diagram of strip No. 2; horizontal load
H =5 kg (11 lb) and later, 30 kg (66 lb), SI = 30 kg/m (1.68
lb/in) and 180.k~m (10.1 3b/in; the vertical load V, increases
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eacshtime from O to 35 kg (77.2 lb), S= = O to 210 kg/m (463 lb)
a~d again falls to C)kg.
These diagrams show that the hysteresis almost completely van-
ishes for large horizontal stresses; while; for small ones, pro-
nounced loops can be drawn.
In a second experiment, a varying load of 1 to 30 kg (66.1 lb),
S2 = 6 kg/m (34 lb/in) to 180 kg/m (10.1 lb/in] was repeatedly a.p
plied and removed fot ~ = 30 kg/m (1.68 lb/in). The lines drawn
for the strip No. 3 for V = 1 kg (2.2 lb) continually increase
with time; but approach a limit (Fig. 29). A kind of permanent
set occurs and further hysteresis loss disappears.
This behavior, observed in many similar experiments, suggest-
ed a solution of the second question. The time tests have proved
that even in the case of the multiple-cross process, a time effect
in the N.C!S undoubtedly OCCurs; but Stiultaneously showed that
these slow changes of shape are not important in practice. The
.influence of repeated and varying initial loadings appears more
important, Hence On the same fabric (once-doped linen) the N.C~S
which are given in Fig. 7, were again determinedas shown in Fig.
30. From this it appeared that the Wrves for doped fabric after
repeated and increasing loadings and unloading approximate more
closely those of the raw fabric.
How far the magnitude of the loading and unloading affects
the matter was cleared up by further experiments. To this end, two
N.C’s of a test miece of fabric, taken from the undamaged wing of
a wrecked airplane, were determined.
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TbB first, Fig. 31, correcpon~ approximately to Fig, ? &or
new fabric, with ~.llowancefor the difference due to the latter
having been sevezal times treated and painted. The second, Fig. 32-
was more lzke Figs. 30 and 16. ~~=
case repezted loading and unloading
which could, however, scarcely have
3.4 lb/in). For the compilation of
hand, tensions up to 300 kg/m (16.8
fabric had experienced in any
ciuringa series of fljglhts
exceeded 50 to 60 k~m (2.8 to
the first N.C., on the other
lb/in) were applied. Hence, it
appears that small loading and
have only a small tnfluence on
high stresses (as in stunting)
From these experiments we
calculation of stresses.
unloading, as in ordinary flight,
the properties of the fabric; while
a considerable influence is exerted.
have the foli~ming, as regards the
(1) It is sufficient to know the N.C. of a
der to determine the elcnga.tionsto be expected,
determined by the multiple-cross method would be
new fabric, in or-
Hence the N.C.
taken as the basis
for furtlnerinvestigations of most init~ally unstressed fabrics.
(2} One must, however, ascertain whether after oc~~sional
high overloading, the elangatioas and tensions are permissible,
otherwise, a
also depends
per or lower
secomi, or even further N.CIS should be ar@ied. It
largely on whether the fabric is suitable for the up-
side or the fzo~.tor rear edge of the wing.
The influence of humidity was studied on strips of once-doped
fabric, which were stretched in one direction only, when quite dzy
and again when very moist (after lying for a long ti~fiein water and
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e~ected, that wet fabric gave considerably greater elongations
for the same loads (Fig. 33),
ration in connection with the
Translated by
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Further experiments are in prepa-
testing of dopes.
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